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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259717.htm Collaboration(5次)1. It is

reported that thirty people were killed in a ____ on the railway

yesterday.(03/12)A) collision B) collaboration C) corrosion D)

confrontation2. It is fortunate for the old couple that their sons

career goals and their wishes for him _____. (03/6)A) coincide B)

comply C) conform D) collaborate 3. He was looking admiringly at

the photograph published by Collins in _______ with the Imperial

Museum. (02/12)A) collection B) connection C) collaboration D)

combination4. The tenant must be prepared to decorate the house

________ the terms of the contract. (01/6)A)in the vicinity of B)in

quest of C)in accordance with D)in collaboration with5. Mary once

_______ with another musician to compose a piece of pop music.

(98/6)A) merged B) collaborated C) coincided D) constituted

Induce(4次)1. She expressed her strong determination that nothing

could ________ her to give up her career as a teacher. (05/1)A)

induce B) deduce C) reduce D) attract2. In November 1987 the

government _____ a public debate on the future direction of the

official sports policy. (03/6)A) initiated B) designated C) induced D)

promoted 3. The automatic doors in supermarkets ________ the

entry and exit of customers with shopping carts. (01/6)A)furnish

B)induce C)facilitate D)allocate 4. When he realized he had been

_______ to sign the contract by intrigue, he threatened tostart legal

proceedings to cancel the agreement. (99/1)A) elicited B) excited C)



deduced D) induced Extend(3次)1. The microscope and telescope,

with their capacity to enlarge, isolate and probe, demonstrate how

details can be ________ and separated from the whole. (05/1)A)

radiated B) extended C) prolonged D) magnified2. When you put

up wallpaper, should you ______ the edges or put them next to each

other? (00/6)A) coincide B) extend C) overlap D) collide 3. Having

finished their morning work, the clerks stood up behind their desks,

________themselves.(00/1)A) expanding B) stretching C)

prolonging D) extending Extract(3次)1. It is one thing to locate oil,

but it is quite another to ____ and transport it to the industrial

centers.(03/12)A) permeate B) extract C) distinguish D)

concentrate2. Scientists are pushing known technologies to their

limits in an attempt to ____more energy from the earth. (03/9)A)

extract B) inject C) discharge D) drain3. Sadly, the Giant Panda is

one of the many species now in danger of_______.(00/1)A)

extinction B) migration C) destruction D) extraction Endeavor(2

次)1.Apart from philosophical and legal reasons for respecting

patients wishes, there are several practical reasons why doctors

should ________ to involve patients in their own medical care

decisions. (05/1)A) enforce B) endow C) endeavor D) enhance2.

Our reporter has just called to say that rescue teams will ____ to

bring out the trapped miners.(03/12)A) effect B) affect C) conceive

D) endeavor Enroll(2次)1. The club will ________ new members

the first week in September. (02/1)A) enroll B) subscribe C) absorb

D) register 2. A 1994 World Bank report concluded that ________

girls in school was probably the single most effective anti-poverty



policy in the developing world today. (01/6)A)assigning B)admitting
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